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Proactive Partnership
Strengthens Orthopedic
Practice
Orthopedic Specialists of Dallas is a medium-sized independent practice outside of Dallas,
Texas. When choosing an EMR, they were looking for more than a healthcare vendor. What
they found in TRIARQ was a proactive and engaged partner. By proposing and implementing
a number of key tools and services, TRIARQ was able to help them streamline office
processes, improve patient care, and reduce days in accounts receivable by over 60%.
Lowering Costs and Increasing Revenues
TRIARQ Complete is a comprehensive package of
software, revenue management services, and valuebased tools that help simplify your daily operations, as
well as reducing your costs. TRIARQ Complete allows
you to focus on quality patient care, while we collect
the payments.
“In February 2013, our average outstanding
Accounts Receivable was 54 days. Now, as
of February 2017, it is only 21 days! ”
Kelly Payette, Practice Manager

Dedicated Performance Managers
Each TRIARQ partner works with a Performance
Manager to help make the most of our products
and services. With TRIARQ Complete, your
dedicated Performance Manager will keep track
of your billings, making sure we collect on every
possible collectible dollar of revenue.
“Our wonderful Performance Manager
has made my life so easy. She always has
exactly what I need, when I need it, so I
can get back to work quickly.”
Kelly Payette, Practice Manager

Simplify Government Standards
True partners are on the same page. Our
experience in both practice management and
software means we know what it takes to
keep up with the latest industry regulations.
We save you time by making the process
simple and ensuring that you meet business
goals. TRIARQ Complete makes it easy to
comply with MIPS, PQRS, and MU standards.

No More Notes
The dictation tool allows care providers to record notes
without writing them by hand. This saves time in the
exam room, and ensures accuracy when reviewing them
after an appointment.
“Dictation helps improve the workload of
providers. It means more time spent talking to the
patient and less time writing it all down.”
Kelly Payette, Practice Manager
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